at work
Nestlé

« In choosing ELRO,
we found the
highest quality for our
international showpiece: In other words
the best quality
for the best price.

»

Christian Glauser
Catering Manager
Nestlé SA

Nestlé Headquarters, Vevey, Switzerland
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Nestlé – a name that automatically stands for the worldwide highest quality standards in the food industry. In-house requirements were also demanding when it came to the total redesign of the entire catering facility
at the corporate headquarters in Vevey. A unique project was developed
in cooperation with a design company: A new construction on the rooftop
of the headquarters, designed as a wellness oasis, and with a splendid
view of the Lake of Geneva.
It goes without saying that optimal quality was a high priority. However, cooking
process speed was also very important in Nestlé’s evaluation of possible suppliers. The goal was to provide a freshly prepared, varied food offering in the
open kitchen with a total of seven serving stations. Furthermore, cooking process programming to achieve consistent quality in the production of the 1,500
meals per day was a decisive factor. The selected ELRO Series 2300 cookers
and flexi-pans offer an additional advantage in their daily use at the Vevey operation: Easy, hygienic cleaning increases kitchen process efficiency.

«The dependable technology and ELRO’s excellent customer service was so
convincing that we’ve also equipped the ground floor kitchen of the ‹Le Léman›
(restaurant with wait service) with ELRO appliances,» adds Christian Glauser.
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